PARALLEL  OR STRAIGHT-LINE MOTIONS.	43
35. Grasshopper Motion. — A device which may be used to change the direction of rectilinear motion through a right angle is the linkage known as the Grasshopper Motion, shown in Fig. 28. This is the ordinary slider-crank chain with crank a and connecting-rod b of equal length. The linkage is further modified
move in a path parallel to P's motion and at a constant proportion to it. If this is true for instantaneous motion it is true for any motion P may be given relatively to d. Draw the line P' —bd. It can be shown that this line will always be parallel to P~de, for, since ac — x is parallel to ce —P
Also, by similar triangles Hence,
P-be = x-bd be—ce    bd — cic*
P-be    P-P'
= be—ce   P'—ac
x-.bd    P-Pr
bd-ac    P'-ac'
which, considering the triangles ac—x—P and ac — bd—P', shows that P'—bd is parallel to P—x, or to P — de.
But P is a point of e and as such has an instantaneous motion relative to d in a direction perpendiox'ar to P — de. In the same way, P' is a point of b and as such, relatively to d, has instantaneous motion perpendicular to P'— bd. These two instantaneous motions are therefore parallel.
It remains to be shown that they will always be in the same proportion as to extent. The extent will be directly proportional to the instantaneous linear velocities. Both P and be as points of e rotate for the instant about de
i ,-   i   *   ,7	VIP    P~de
relatively to a,    .*.  t>? /- = £	t«
J	Vibe    be-de
Both be and P' are points of 6, and as such, relative1 y to d, rotate about bd,
VI be     be-bd    be—de ,,_...        .      .   , •'• vH* = pr=bd ^y^dTe (by Slmilar trlangles)'
Multiplying,
VIP     Vibe     P-de     be—de	VIP    P-de    ,_      .   ..        .      ,   .
f7T7~ X 777-57 =	T~ X	-y—>   o r   =j—~ =	— = (by similar triangles),
Vibe     VlPf    oe—de     y>—de	VIP'     y—de     ^ J	&    "
P-~ce
:	=a constant value.
be—ce
Or, in other words, the linear velocities of P and Pf bear a constant ratio to each other for all positions of the mechanism, and hence, these points will trace proportionately similar paths on d.—Q.E.D.

